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Nothing really prepares you as a Head Teacher for a world health pandemic, but I have been
really impressed with our school community in galvanising together and working so
productively. I have been working with the Camden Head Teachers in addressing things as they
arise, but our focus for now is ensuring remote learning is set up and our in school provision
allows key workers opportunity to carry on serving the country. It is my birthday on Saturday.
I’ve got a lovely day planned at a place called Living Room! Keep smiling all! By working
together, we will maintain a strong community. Don’t forget to check our
@PrimrosehillRW….there may be a few little surprises from time to time! Robin
EYFS

Elijah making hats for his bears after the story I Want My Hat, Katie and Alima doing some AMAZING yoga!!
Millie in her work tent doing some incredible writing.... All of EYFS have been doing superb work! Well done!
Wellbeing Hugs!

Key Stage 1

Y5 & Y6

Y3 & Y4

Fantastic writing from Edith (Y5): The stormy night
sky loomed over the village as the bright beams of the
lighthouse lit up the angry seas. The villages’ cheers
were deafened by the frothing waves as they crashed
onto the cliffs. While the seagulls’ shrieks rang out
loudly through the wind, the determined birds struggled
to fly against the wind. The lighthouse stood proudly,
upright, strong against the wind, and the villagers
watched the beam of light come, and go, come, and
go. They watched the beam through their lit up
windows. As the waves came down on the rocks, the
lighthouse stood, lighting up the ships’ way at night.

Paul was
really
impressed
with his
children’s
work on
Kindlekrax.
Well done to
Y3 & Y4 who
have all been
working hard
this week. The
staff are very
impressed
with your
learning and
efforts.

Lotfi’s Design (Kestrels) Well done Y5 & Y6 :)

Stars of the Week

General News
Richard and I met virtually this week with Lia White on an official handover. They plan to video
a meeting to introduce her formally to the EYFS and she will gradually take over the
remote learning. She also has plans to get to know families by phone after she take
sup post. It is odd for Richard not to have a formal leaving and well deserved send off,
but once this situation is all over, we will make sure he is recognised for the excellent
work has done for Primrose Hill. It’s not goodbye….yet!
Keep checking the website, texts and twitter. There’s a lot going on but we are trying to keep
things busy and lots for the children to be occupied with. A big well done to Isabel and Jacob who
have been magnificent techsperts this week in helping folks get online and learning. Also to
Jordan and his fairly challenge—the water bottle one was my fave! Our in-school team have been
wonderful. We have had to organise food hampers and this took a lot of man power. Thank you
Gem and Lee and our chef Gloria. Bit a big well done to everyone. We have such a great
community here with everybody playing their part in helping school take place, albeit in a
slightly different way. I will update you about Easter provision next week…...

